Recovery of eighth nerve action potential thresholds after exposure to short, intense pure tones: similarities with temporary threshold shift.
Exposure of guinea pig cochleas to short (25, 250 and 1000 ms), intense (90 or 100 dB SPL) 10 kHz pure tones reduced cochlear sensitivity to 14 kHz test tones presented at intervals varying from 5 ms to 70 s after the exposure tone. The recovery of cochlear sensitivity, determined as the SPL required to evoke a 20 microV compound action potential (CAP), depended on both the intensity and the duration of the exposure tone and appeared to take place in two or more phases. After a 25 ms, 100 dB SPL exposure, CAP threshold increased by up to 13.5 dB and generally recovered very rapidly (25 ms), although some loss persisted for as long as 400 ms. A similar, but greater and longer, elevation of threshold was seen after long exposure tones. Lower exposure tone intensities (90 dB SPL) produced threshold elevations which generally lasted for only short durations (25-35 ms). The rapid recovery is consistent with the time course of recovery from rapid adaptation, while the slow recovery component is similar to that seen in the cochlea after much longer exposures and may be related to the phenomenon of temporary threshold shift. Long and/or loud exposures also frequently resulted in a third form of threshold elevation, identified in only a few animals, which recovered with a time constant in excess of 25 s. A fourth component occasionally persisted for the duration of the experiment.